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Caryl Phillips’s 1993 novel Crossing the River is one of his ambitious
explorations of the history of the African Americans. The title of the novel
obviously invokes the idea of travel or voyage, traversing the distance, or
journey across the boundary. It may be justifiable, therefore, to interpret it as
representing the Middle Passage, the Atlantic journey undertaken by slave
ships, and to read the novel as an intricate dramatization of the traumatic
experience of slave trade.“Crossing the river,”however, implicates more than
that. The stories of the novel include many crossings of the opposite directions.
They depict not only the various lives of African descendents, but even the
journey of a captain of a slave ship. And“crossing”touches the problems of
border or trespass. It is true that historical and traumatic journey is one of the
key critical concepts for reading this work and it may be a due course to start
here, but the world of the novel temporally and spatially overreaches the
problematic passage. The idea is not passing, but crossing. I focus on the title
word“crossing”and argue that the question of crossing could open up a
radical move. In this novel, in particular in the first section,“The Pagan
Coast,”crossing is related with the meaning and function of the letter, the
symbolic and practical bearing of which I believe will introduce us to the new
and imaginative meaning of diaspora.
（1） The Middle Passage
Before going into the main argument, I would like to examine the diverse ideas
of the Middle Passage and see how it can be developed into crossing. There is
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no doubt about the significance of the Middle Passage in regard to Crossing
the River. The Black Imagination and the Middle Passage（1999）edited by
Maria Diedrich and others includes two essays on Crossing the River, both of
which stress the crucial but convoluted relevance of the issue to the novel
while intimate a wider perspective beyond history. Claude Julien argues that
Crossing the River suggests“the complex calamities the slave trade has
imposed on our world”（Julien 87）, and Johanna X. K. Garvey says that
“Phillips has found another, equally effective way to convey the enormity of
the Middle Passage, its intrusion into and its rearrangement of human
relationships”（Garvey 263）. The latter of these in particular suggests that the
Middle Passage has become rather an abstract, conceptual representation of
modern humanity, than immediate, direct experiences of any region- or
ethnicity-related group. The Middle Passage is considered to correspond not so
much to a real place, or a historical fact, as to a theoretical question.
This theoretical question is the one related to a topical issue of the African
and other diaspority of today, which is often argued in such terms as“in-
between”and“hybridity”as the editors of The Black Imagination and the
Middle Passage elucidate. They claim that in this volume the meaning of the
Middle Passage is extended“from the particularities of internal African
migration”to“the syncretic notion of a space in-between”（9）, and also add
that“［t］he idea of a space in-between, voiced recently in Homi Bhabha’s The
Location of Culture and Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic, articulates this
Middle Passage sensibility within and across the disciplines of history and
literature, and within and across ethnic, racial and national boundaries”（9）.
Bhabha’s“in-between”in his The Location of Culture appears as,“How
are subjects formed‘in-between’, or in excess of, the sum of the‘parts’of
difference...？”（2）. He goes on to explain “how,” arguing that the
“representation of difference must not be hastily read as the reflection of pre-
given ethnic or cultural traits set in the fixed tablet of tradition”but it is“a
complex, on-going negotiation that seeks to authorize cultural hybridities”（3）.
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It seems to be a long way from the Middle Passage to Bhabha’s hybridity. The
idea of“intermediate”in his“in-between”ness of hybridity conjures up an
image of the bridge in the subsequent argument of boundary, by citing
Heidegger:“Always and ever differently the bridge escorts the lingering and
hastening ways of men to and fro, so that they may get to other banks.... The
bridge gathers as a passage that crosses”（Heidegger 7）. Here Bhabha
apparently compares“in-between”to the bridge. He takes a bridge as rather
earthly and reads“gather”as an intransitive verb, as if the bridge“is”“the
passage”that crosses, though in the original text the bridge is described in
spiritual terms, meant to gather“earth and sky, divinities and mortals”
（Heidegger 153）.2 Whether the passage really crosses or not is another
question to be examined. But it is notable that in Bhabha,“in-between”（and
probably the middle passage） is expressed rather as a bridge as static
architecture than as movement, in spite of his own idea of“on-going
negotiation”or Heidegger’s image of bringing together.
On the other hand, the reference to the Middle Passage in Paul Gilroy in
The Black Atlantic is more direct and shows a different picture from the static
“in-between.”In his postmodern-postcolonilal review of African essentialism,
he takes up an image of the ship as his starting point, saying,“Ships
immediately focus attention on the middle passage, on the various projects for
redemptive return to an African homeland...”（4）. It is significant, however, to
note that he uses the image to critique“a nationalistic focus”of what he calls
“English and African-American cultural studies,”and he does not mean to
accept the projects of return to an African homeland. After discussing ships
and maritime scenes in J. M. W. Turner, Gilroy concludes:
It should be emphasized that ships were the living means by which the
points within that Atlantic world were joined. They were mobile
elements that stood for the shifting spaces in between the fixed places
that they connected. Accordingly they need to be thought of as cultural
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and political units rather than abstract embodiments of the triangular
trade.... Ships also refer us back to the middle passage, to the half-
remembered micro-politics of the slave trade and its relationship to both
industrialization and modernization.（16―7）
Even though trying to emphasize the material historicity of ships, Gilroy admits
that ships“stand for the shifting spaces in between the fixed places.”
In him the“shifting spaces in between”means hybridity, which signifies,
like ships, border crossing, and diaspority. Gilroy recognizes the iconic load of
the slave ship and the middle passage, while, by focusing on the ships as the
means of sailing and by reducing their epitomic meaning of slave trade, he
aims to free the ideas from the fetters of the fixed racial vision. Regarding
ships as“mobile elements”and“the shifting spaces in between,”he refers to
Michael de Certeau in his notes and says that“space is composed of
intersections of mobile elements.”3 It is obvious that both the spatial nature of
“spaces in between”or the middle passage and the image of sailing ship are
mingled with each other into a space of mobile and temporal elements. Gilroy
adds that“the ship is the first of the novel chronotopes presupposed by［his］
attempts to rethink modernity via the history of the black Atlantic and the
African diaspora into the western hemisphere”（17）. Recently in the critique of
“Black Atlantic,”Itala Vivan endorses Gilroy’s iconic ships. Vivan argues that
ships are“the original in-betweens in a by now long history of（post）colonial
in-betweens”and that ships represent not only the Atlantic slave trade but“the
traveling worlds”of European imperial powers（226）.
When the concept of diaspora is thus expanded, there may be fears that it
could lose historicity and essenciality. Although James Clifford in his
“Diasporas”criticizes the over-theorization of diaspora, he accepts Gilroy’s
version as historical enough. He warns that theories which diasporize minorities
“can deflect attention from long-standing, structured inequalities of class and
race”（308）, and that“the signifier diasporic...slips easily into theoretical
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discourse informed by poststructuralism and notions of the multiply-positioned
subject”（319）. Upon this basis, Clifford recognizes historicity of Gilroy’s
argument and its anti-essentialism. He approves Gilroy’s vision as
counterhistoric, while criticizing Afrocentricism as ahistorical.
Enslavement and its aftermaths―displaced, repeated structures of
racialization and exploitation―constitute a pattern of black experiences
inextricably woven in the fabric of hegemonic modernity. These
experiences form counterhistories, off-the-beat cultural critiques that
Gilroy works to redeem. Afrocentric attempts to recover a direct
connection with Africa, often bypassing this constitutive predicament,
are both escapist and ahistorical.（318）
We must note that what Gilroy’s works to redeem is not the direct connection
with Africa but counterhistories, that it does not mean historicity must involve
essentiality.
Gilroy’s view, particularly the one elucidated by Vivan, is relevant to the
discussion of Crossing the River because many critics find that Phillips’s
novels present the similar picture to Gilroy’s. It is no doubt that“［m］uch of
Phillips’work charts the spectral triangle of Europe, Africa and the Caribbean,”
which are“the significant regions of what the critic Paul Gilroy terms‘the
Black Atlantic...’（Ilona 4）. As for Crossing the River, Benedicte Lendent says,
“It is clear that in Phillips’s novel the loose and puzzle-like image of the family
is rather a metaphor for the black Atlantic culture which Paul Gilroy defines as
a‘transcultural, international formation’”（“‘Overlapping Territories’”60）.
Lendent also suggests that the statement“There is no return”at the end of the
novel echoes Gilroy, who rejects Afrocentricism and the idea of returning to
Africa, as he says,“The slaves’dreams of return to Africa in death predate any
formal organization around this goal and fit in with what ... I called their turn
towards death”（Gilroy 208）.
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Doubts are cast, however, about such diasporic and hybrid representations
of African culture as by Gilroy, and then Phillips. In one typical
counterargument, Yogita Goyal contends that they“render slavery and the
Middle Passage as metaphors, thus allowing the diasporic experiences of
dislocation to be available equally to the master and the slave”（6）. Goyal is
particularly irritated by their anti-Afrocentricism:“Both writers share a
suspicion of nationalist paradigms of identity, believing instead in non-racial,
hybrid routes of diaspora”（7）. Goyal goes on to say that while“Crossing the
River delineates a fragmented, non-totalizing, and hybrid picture of the black
diaspora, it reifies Africa as mythic, metaphysical, and sublime”（14）. Goyal
regards“Father, why hast thou forsaken me？”in the section of“The Pagan
Cost”as a key concept for the novel. This sense of orphanization, Goyal
believes, consequently betrays Africa as a mythical and impossible“home.”It
is evident that Goyal just cannot stand the erasure of historical, geographical
distinctiveness of Africa, or the“fluid”racial construction in the novel. He
complains:“［S］lavery becomes a metaphor for a general human condition of
dislocation, rather than a historical institution”（22）.
It may be true that, as Goyal intimates, mythicizing is often liable to
become mystifying, and that hybridization of African culture could involve the
threat of dehistoricizing Africa. But it does not mean that there is no point in
transferring the experience of slavery to general human conditions.
Hybridization of culture is not only definitely ongoing with Africans, but also
intrinsic to the general culture of diaspority as well as African culture. The real
issue is how Africa can represent hybridity or diaspority without escaping from
its historicity. It is worth examining here the model of African culture Goyal
suggests instead, that of Edouard Glissant, a Martinique critic. For Glissant’s
argument is far less essentialistic than Goyal’s. Glissant proposes the interaction
of“reversion” to African origin and“diversion,” which is“to search
elsewhere”（20）. It is true that he argues that diversion is“not a useful ploy
unless it is nourished by reversion: not a return to the longing for origins, to
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some immutable state of Being, but a return to the point of entanglement...”
（26）. To Glissant this point of entanglement must be Martinique. But he never
claims that it is Martinique as a geo-historical fixed point.
He also employs the image of the middle passage. It is not at all static but
intriguingly related to a moving ship and ever floating, ever extending roots. It
is by the“subterranean convergence”that“diverse histories”of the Caribbean
bring to light“an unsuspected ... dimension of human behavior: transversality”
（66）. He then displaces“subterranean”with“submarine.”
To my mind, this expression can only evoke all those Africans weighed
down with ball and chain and thrown overboard whenever a slave ship
was pursued by enemy vessels and felt too weak to put up a fight. They
sowed in the depths the seeds of an invisible presence. And so
transversality, and not the universal transcendence of the sublime, has
come to light....
Submarine roots: that is floating free, not fixed in one position in some
primordial spot, but extending in all directions in our world through its
network of branches.（66―7）
It is significant to note that, even though they were produced by the history of
African sufferings, Glissant’s floating submarine roots are never fixed on some
Caribbean lands per se. On the contrary, floating roots are characterized by
transversality or a network, which is interpreted as crossing and crisscrossing,
freedom of moving and the desire to reach. It is in a sense a paradoxical
expression of“deracine.”It points to diaspora. Moreover Glisssant’s image is
so poetical that it readily makes us compare it with that of the Africans in
Phillips’s novel.
The novelistic imagination of a work of fiction does not pursue historical
issues directly, nor does it form a counterhistory in itself. Crossing the River is
neither the representation of the historic“Middle Passage,” in spite of its
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evocative title and a section describing the slave ship, nor a simple and broad
celebration of modern diaspority. It is, however, by no means ahistorical. It
would not intend, according to Clifford’s phrasing, to deflect“attention from
long-standing, structured inequalities of class and race.”On the contrary, we
find the representation of the real horror of “［e］nslavement and its
aftermaths―displaced, repeated structures of racialization and exploitation.”Or
it cannot be described as counterhistorical, either, in the sense that the novel
never means to rewrite a history. It rather endeavors to imagine the depth of
the history, how the floating submarine roots extend and cross, how diaspora
behaves. Wendy W. Waters says on Phillips’s writing that it is“a place where
diaspora identities are constructed and performed”（129）. However, it is not
“diaspora identities”alone but the idea of diaspora itself that is created here,
and it is not only created but also questioned and subverted.
What is most crucial about Crossing the River is that the novel
demonstrates the question of diaspority less by the facts or legacy than by a
literary strategy, in terms of the ideas of“crossing”and the letter.“Crossing”
is the primary concept of novelistic imagination that predominates in the world
of Crossing the River over the notion of passing／passage. What differentiates
“crossing the river”from the notion of“middle passage”is, first, the sense of
motion.“Passage” denotes a way, a road, or space, while the modifier
“middle” emphasizes its spatiality. The notion of action in the idea of
“crossing”is contrasted with the transient and yet constricted static image of
“middle”and“passage.”“Crossing”distinguishes itself even from passing in
its migrative or destined movement. Furthermore, “crossing” has other
noteworthy meanings. According to OED, a cross is a gibbet, a stake, with a
transverse bar. It is significant to note that it takes two bars to make a cross.
The verb“to cross”also involves two different parties. Among the general
meanings related to“the sign of the cross,”the most relevant entry of the verb
may be“to pass over a line, boundary, river, channel, etc.; to pass from one
side to the other of any space.”It also means“to intersect.”Though mostly
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equated with passing, crossing is assumed to involve a more aggressive act of
transference than“passive”passing in its movement. The notion of border
implied in“the river”may add a sense of violation to crossing. Crossing is
trespassing. To cross”can even mean“to thwart, oppose, go counter to.”
By negotiating with the other, crossing could denote in-betweenness but,
being migrative and aggressive, it rather evokes the kind of diaspority that is
undermining and subversive. Although in“crossing” is detected not only
mobility but also a powerful act of invading or thwarting, what is thwarted
could not simply be a clear-cut border or partition. Being fluid and unsettling,
the river may question the very meaning of the border and its crossing. What
on earth is it that is crossed？ How violent can the crossing be？ What does
the crossing the shadow lines result in？ Crossing could also jeopardize the
very idea of crossing itself, as in“crisscrossing,”or crossing each other.
Accordingly“Crossing the River”reveals itself a radical critique not only of
demarcation and segregation, but also of the concept of“having crossed”and
“being to cross,”or, in other words, of“in-between,”or diaspority.
“Crossing” in Crossing the River is engaged in diaspority not only
historically but also figuratively, that is, by an analogy of the letter to the
concept of crossing. The ships Gilroy imagined as“shifting space”across
Atlantic, as“mobile elements that stood for the shifting spaces in between the
fixed places that they connected,”remind us of letters as shifting space that
could move and cross the ocean. Glissant’s floating roots may evoke the
diversely extending epistolary network. My argument centers on the section of
“The Pagan Coast,”of which letters occupy almost a half of the text, where
“crossing”is examined specifically in terms of the meaning and function of the
letter. Letters constitute the significant props of this novel but it is particularly
in this section that letters most powerfully configurate crossing and diaspority.
In fact the letter is not at all unrelated to the migration of the people and
their crossing. Bruce S. Elliot says in his Letters across the Borders,“The
growth of both international postal exchange in the nineteenth century and the
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emergence of fast and efficient transoceanic sailing and especially steam
vessels provided the basis for immigrant letters, a central mechanism of
transnationality among international migrants in that era”（12）. William H.
Sherman says about“Letters from America,”“Letters are perhaps the default
mode for texts sent between people in remote locations .... Letters, indeed, are
always a form of travel writing: they are, by definition, texts in transit, and
both the theory and the etymology of the Renaissance letter imply the taking of
language across a spatial and temporal gap”（227 italics mine）. There are
even further interesting definitions of“to cross”in the dictionary that may
bring forth the image of the letter, such as“to extend across from side to side,”
and“to meet and pass,”which includes“（of two letters or messengers）to
pass each other on their way,”or“to meet or face in one’s way.”Most
significantly, to meet or pass, crossing as well as the letter requires“the other.”
In Crossing the River there are diverse crossings: African children cross
the Atlantic; slave ships cross the oceans triangularly; some Africans re-cross
the Atlantic back to Africa or to Europe; some others cross the American
continent; a White father crosses the Atlantic to Africa. And, along with
people, letters also cross the oceans. In fact letters could represent all these
crossings. When letters cross each other, or fail to cross, however, they would
come up with the question of crossbars: the wrong address or the loss of
address. Particularly in the first story,“The Pagan Coast,”in which letters
occupy the main part of the narrative, they not only build up a site where
conflicts and struggles occur, but also in their nature and function explicate the
questions of migration, diaspority and home.
（2） Dead Letters
The novel Crossing the River opens with a frame section referring directly to
the African slave trade and the succeeding journey and passage of people. An
African father in troubled voice confesses that he sold his children since the
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crop had failed. It is soon made clear, however, that he is not telling a realistic
tale because he says that he becomes haunted by“the chorus of a common
memory”:“For two hundred and fifty years I have listened to the many-
tongued chorus”（Phillips 1）.4 The“chorus”is truly many-tongued consisting
of“sundry and restless”diaspora voices. What follow this frame story of a
father are not the stories of his actual progeny, but of his symbolical offspring
scattered over“two hundred and fifty years”across three continents plus the
sea of Atlantic. In the first of the four main sections,“The Pagan Coast,”the
situation is most strangely twisted. It is a story about a child who has been
forced to re-cross the ocean, from America to the pagan coast of Africa, with
his father following him.
When the story begins, a white American father Edward Williams, who
adopted a slave boy Nash, educated him, and sent him into Africa as
missionary, is frantically trying to recover the lost contact with him. Pursuing
his son, Edward ends up on the African coast. It is obvious that Edward bears
a reversed image of the desperate African father who craves to rediscover his
children. But positions and movements are topographically reversed, and now it
is an American father who is longing to hear drums across the water pounding
on the African pagan coast.
The story is narrated from Edward’s point of view along his troubled
journey looking for his son into“the Heart of Darkness,”but almost a half of
the text is occupied with Nash’s letters to Edward. Those are dead and ghost
letters, which by failing to arrive, jeopardizes the notion of home. Moreover
the dysfunctional communication intimates a dysfunctional system of the home
that initiated the separation of people.
The letters here have different aspects on different levels. As a narrative
form they constitute an epistolary space, autobiographical and confessional,
which depicts Nash’s miserable journey of life and his ardent wish to be
connected to home. As historical documents they describe the situation of
American immigrants in Africa, reflecting the history of Liberia and betraying
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the crime of American Colonization Society. Culturally they are regarded as
immigrants’letters home, but specifically, Nash’s position gives them semi-
public factors of missionary letters, though later they come to sound more like
“letters to the master.”
Symbolically, the letters here refer above all to the failure of
communication, and in their dissipation, to diaspority. But it is significant to
note that, in the very nature of the letter, by crossing or in relation to home,
disparity could not only be created but also subverted. Most of his letters are
dead, never truly get home. It is uncertain if they actually exist, or what the
“real”status of the letters in the novel is. This ghostliness epitomizes the
nature of immigrants’letters in which communication is not always secured.5 It
also corresponds to the situation in which Nash’s position is transferred in the
process from a missionary who is entitled to write letters home into a diaspora
whose letters are censored and astray. All the more because of the difficulty of
communication Nash wishes to be connected and keeps writing. But his tie to
the home increasingly weakens. The letter becomes the site in which he re-
interprets his own diasporic condition and questions the meaning of home.
The communication between the father and the son is frustrated from the
beginning or before the beginning. The story begins when the“news reached
［Edward］after dinner”（7）, from Africa. The news reaches but the message is
of severance, which only tells that it was unable to recover the contact that has
been already lost. The letter from Madison, another former bondsman of
Edward’s, tells that he failed to locate Nash who had cut off communications.
There has been a history of censorship and neglect between the father and the
son. Nash had sent back a few letters to his master／father since he went over
to Monrovia, which were“positively bristled with the spirit of faith, courage
and purpose”（7―8）first, but, several years later, Edward receives a message
of breaking the tie“by means of intermediary”（8）.
Edward did not know the fact until later, but the communication between
the father and the son was intentionally interrupted. When he tried to“address
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the first of his two letters to his former slave,”it“was uncovered by Edward’s
wife, Amelia, and not conveyed”（11）. Since then, letters crisscrossed and
went dead. Though having written only one more letter to Nash,“never again
did Edward receive intelligence...”（11）of Nash to lead him to write back. No
letters from Nash arrived because Amelia destroyed them to sabotage their
friendship. So Edward was never able to respond to his son’s letters.
Most of the letters in the text are not only dead letters but also ghost
letters. Among the letters present and visible in the text, not only the first letter
of Edward to Nash but also those of Nash to Edward dated from 1834 to 1840
might be the letters that failed to arrive or got destroyed. Only the last letter
dated 1842, handed by Madison in Africa, arrives at Edward, when Nash is
already dead. Thus the letters in this section were either those that once existed
but then were destroyed probably without being read even by the person who
blocked them, or the one that reached to the addressee with its writer already
dead. Those ghost letters constitute suspended voices not included in the story
but floating in the text of the novel. Nash remains a boy ever to be
rediscovered. He is never located or defined.
The letters are never reciprocal but merely cross each other, bringing
about apprehension for the father’s silence or negligence on Nash’s side. He
feels he has been forsaken, and it is exactly what he is. The first letter to tell of
his arrival at Monrovia may give a joyful account, but his subsequent letters
present the dismal reality of emigration. In these miserable letters he keeps
asking his father for help financial and material only in vain. What is more
heartrending, however, is his need of his father’s response.“Why, dear Father,
you chose to ignore my previous letters, you do not indicate”（29）, he
complains in his third letter. He tries to interpret the loss of his father’s reaction
as discontent:“I must assume that this represents your either not receiving
them or your finding their contents so ignorant and poor in expression that you
rightly deemed them unworthy of response”（29）. While he commands,“You
must write to me by the first opportunity”（36）, he also fears:“I really think
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some hard feelings against me on your part forms the reason I have received
just one letter from you up until this present time”（37）. He wonders:“But
why do I not receive letters more often？”（38）And at last in his fourth letter
he cries,“Why have you forsaken me？”（42）Needless to say, the last phrase
resonates with the last cry of Jesus to God at the crucifixion. It is a cry of a
renounced son asking for the father’s love.
Letters cannot always arrive. It may be either because of the failure of a
system, or because of the neglect or denial of response. It may be even due to
the lost address. As Nash finally perceives, he is forsaken from the beginning.
His cry is a cry of an African child sold by his own father, which never
reaches the father’s ear. Already in the frame story, the voices of sold children
do not seem to arrive. Here the father does nothing but ever listens. He is
regretting his folly and wailing for his children he had to sell off.“For two
hundred and fifty years”he has“listened to the many-tongued chorus”（1）to
discover the voices of his children. He has“waited patiently for the wind,”for
“the drum,”and for“the chorus to swell.”It seems he is only listening,
waiting, and longing. The picture of a passive father may be annoying, but it
intimates not so much helplessness of Africa as the culpability of the countries
that conducted slave trade. The father is compared to the father who does not
even listen. The horror of the separation is amplified by the second“slave
trade.”The failure of communication suggests the impossibility of home.
Between the American father and son, the problem is that the father has in
fact sold out the child again. Edward duplicates the figure of a father selling
his own child and embodies the sin on slavery. The agony of the child is
repeated exactly by the same token, in the form of the atrocious offence against
African people. In person Edward is not even listening. He is nobody but a
complacent, self-righteous father who believes he did his best for his son
without understanding the significance of his action. He does not feel guilty
until he loses Nash’s track. It is not certain if he is aware of the criminality of
the plot of sending black people back to Africa, or if he finds himself a party
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to it. But overall the ignorance and indifference of the American father toward
his African son epitomizes the paternal disdainfulness of colonialism.
The origin of the affair in this narrative is the“emigration”of the free
black people from America to Africa during the campaign of“Colonization of
Africa”under“the auspices of the American Colonization Society.”Ominous
ideas of colonization and deportation cast a dark shadow on the project of this
society. It is in its second decade of emigration that Nash is supposed to be
sent to Liberia to undergo“a rigorous program of Christian education”（7）.
The father and the son are involved in this problematic segment of the history
of American-African“racial”relation and negotiation.
（3） American Colonization Society
The American Colonization Society（ACS）was founded in 1816 to promote
the emigration of free blacks to Africa, and is said to have sent 13.000
emigrants to the west coast of the continent from the first voyage of 1820 to
1867, during which period the colony became the independent nation of
Liberia in 1847. The movement is haunted by shady and disturbing aspects: the
idea of relocation, in particular, sending black people back to Africa, and the
term“colonization,”the meaning of which was complex but surely involving
the imperialistic expansionism of a then rapidly and massively developing
country. Although it might have helped create the first independent country in
Africa, Liberia, the American Colonization Society had intrinsic problems and
left controversial consequences.
The most problematic element of the ACS enterprise is that it was the
deportation project of the African-Americans that was operated in the name of
the colonization and the enlightening of Africa. First, the emigration was
planned to get rid of African people. Second, the ACS project betrayed the
country’s policy toward colonization so that it would retain hegemonic interest
in the land: struggling with the negative legacy of slavery, the United States
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was seeking a new imperial position in the world. Third, the consequences of
the colonial exploitation and development brought into a new country in Africa
the old system of discrimination and victimization.
The project was launched by a handful of humane activists who were
concerned with the fate of free black people and their“bad”influences on the
society. The interested people concluded that black people should do better out
of the country. Under the philanthropic surface, however, lay compromise and
conspiracy. Notwithstanding the diversity of the good-willed people who
supported the idea of shipping free black people back to Africa, their most
immediate need was just to rid the United States of Africans. They excused
themselves for the project by claiming to solve the difficult situations of
blacks: blacks could never live in harmony with white Americans or hope to
improve their condition in this country; therefore it would be better for them to
leave America.6 Slavery was recognized almost from the beginning as a racial
problem as well as an economic or moral question in the United States. It is
well known that when Thomas Jefferson set up the ideal of the new nation
state, he forged up the theory of otherness of“Negro”in order to maintain the
body of the white America. Blacks were never counted a part of the nation.7
White Americans not only ignored those whom they forcibly dragged in, but,
when they could no longer shut their eyes to their presence, contrived a way to
thrust them out as encumbrance. Emigration was an ingenious way of
expatriation.
It is not directly because of the ominous word of“colonization”that the
issue of colonialism is involved in the project, and it may not be justifiable to
assume that the Society did have a colonial ambition. For“colonization”in the
title of the society could mean“emigration, repatriation, deportation, or
missionary work”（Burin xl）even in the nineteenth century. The term might
have been conceived and maintained as an expression of the pride of a once
colony, or the idea might have been adopted to gloss the goal of the project, in
fact, to hide the intention of enforced expulsion. Yet from the incipient stage,
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the solution of the problem of slavery and the treatment of black people were
argued with the idea of relocation, which was often accompanied with the
notions of“colony”or“colonization.”Even the question of territory was
secretly discussed in the regional Houses or in the government in regard to the
project of resettlement. Colonization and manumission／emancipation worked as
two sides of the same coin, and moreover the latter was tainted with the White
purism and supremacism.
In respect of the national atmosphere, it is no doubt there was a
colonialistic intention. Although being a private organization, the ACS was
supported, less financially than morally, by the US government. It is known
that at one time the society chose Haiti as the destination of emigration and
sent people there in 1824, though, to their disappointment, emigrants failed to
settle and returned. It is not to mention that Haiti after its slave revolution was
both threat and interest to the United States. The emigration project was in fact
coupled with the colonialist speculation of the nation.8
The ACS or the United States never was truly responsible for the fate of
the immigrants or of the colony. Amos J. Beyan argues that it is“Paternalism,”
the dependent relationship attributed to the Southern environment, that
dominated the economic and social relation of the ACS to the colony, and then
Liberia（Beyan 6）. The ACS kept giving material help to the colony and
Liberia, but it failed to develop its economic base. In fact, the colony of
Liberia“was founded by the joint efforts of the American Colonization Society
and the United States government”but“neither of them held the primary
responsibility for the establishment of Liberia as a nation”（Price 197）.
Politically the United States kept itself aloof from the colony and the republic.
It took 14 years for her to grant diplomatic recognition to Liberia. And yet the
nation kept controlling the colony and maintained this external“territory”
through the ACS, or indirectly in the form of military protection. As
Paternalism to the ACS, it may be called“informal colonialism”（Harris 1）to
the United States.
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The colonialism and racism of the ACS and the United States of America,
therefore, was mirrored in the administration of the new republic of Liberia,
There the land of the country was created by“the settlers”dispossessing the
natives of their property, and the settlers racially discriminated the native
people denigrating the latter as savages. Through the knowledge and skill of
commerce the settlers were to establish themselves as ruling class, while native
Africans peon class. It is as if Liberians not only modeled the national identity
after the United States, but also took in her racial strategy for forging it:“Once
removed from the American cultural context, notions of race among many
immigrants shifted and relocated away from black／white, slave／free
dichotomies that were prevalent in the United States to settler／native,
Christian／heathen, civilized／uncivilized...”（Clegg III 240）.
This atrocious imitation and repetition of the crime all originated in the
initial violence and injustice of African slavery. The mechanism of colonization
of Africa by the hand of those“Africans”under the control of non-Africans is
partly invented as an ingenious plan for the slave owners to pay the bill of
slavery. Adding crime on crime, the ACS’s project, far from atoning for the sin
of slavery, in many ways further victimized both African American emigrants
and native Africans. With their initial goal of ridding the country of Africans,
and their hidden colonial desire for the territory and ruling, this seemingly
philanthropic movement never benefited Africa or Africans, but only helped
establish the American empire in Africa. It afflicted colonizers, too. When
emigration was conducted not for the sake of individuals’relations to the place
they moved in but to protect the border or to expand the boundary of a nation,
the nation／home kept bonding the emigrants and yet deserting them with a
sense of loss, of being cut off from the“home.”African Americans found
themselves forsaken again in their“home”land:“［A］new homeland”is“in
effect the original diaspora’s‘diaspora’”（Edmonson 176）. The“return”only
added diaspority to diaspority.
The ACS project cast an ominous shadow on the fate of the people in
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“The Pagan Coast.”The separation of a family is caused by the very project.
The failed communication and father-son relationship encapsulates the cruelty
of slavery and colonialism, into which is incorporated the paternalism of the
ACS. The US imperialistic exploitation has affected Liberia, and a hopeful
emigrant becomes disappointed with both the project of enlightening Africa
and the reality of living in the strange land. The most seriously, by virtually
selling him out again, the ACS has made a diaspora another diaspora.
（4） From the Missionary Letter to the Slave Letter
Although it is under the flourishing slogans of enlightenment and cultivation as
well as the will of God that Nash Williams has headed for the“pagan”coast, a
sense of his superiority or responsibility is shaken by the gap between idea and
reality, or by what reality puts under his nose. In this crisis, all he can rely on
has been writing home as all immigrants do, and all missionaries do, since
letters have kept him reminding that he has an address to write, that he retains
his home. But when he finally realizes he no longer belongs to the home, he
begins his life all over, this time as a conscious and convinced diaspora. In his
despair, he writes a letter, recognizing that a letter has an address, the other,
and that it can cross.
Nash comes to Africa first as the embodiment of ACS project, but then he
finds himself its victim and defector. At the start he comes to Africa filled with
the sense of Christian mission,“calling.”It is known that the Christian mission
was one of significant machines of Colonial enterprises,9 of which the ACS
was no exception.“A missionary strand of thought was evident in many of the
pronouncements of colonizationists. Some individuals believed that sending
Christian African American immigrants to Africa was the best way to spread
the Gospel and civilization across a supposedly savage continent”（Clegg III
33）. Immigrants included ministers and preachers. One of them was renowned
Lott Carey, the first American Baptist missionary in Africa, who advocated the
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success of colonization but died by accident preparing for the battle against
natives. Nash’s letters home remind us of such missionary letters as sent by
Carey, jovially reporting things in Africa, while soliciting provisions.10
Christian mission, however, is not at all easy to pursue on the pagan coast.
From the first letter the discrepancy is visible between Nash’s official position
and his personal feelings. Yet his letters remain missionary letters in the sense
that he believes in the home. Nash’s arrival in Africa is described in the
beginning as being“delivered”as if he himself is a letter:“My family and I
were ... delivered safely to this African land”（Phillips 17）. It probably means
that he is, as a missionary, simply dispatched and shipped. But, although
“deliver”originally means“setting free”and it may imply the liberation of a
slave,“being delivered”also intimates“being surrendered,”another case of
export or forced-emigration. The trip is by no means a return. Nash finds
Liberia foreign, being at first astonished at its wild nature, and only gradually
gets accustomed to“these strange sights”（18）. But he never ceases to feel
foreign. He may refer to Africa as a kind of homeland,“the beautiful land of
my forefathers,”“the home for our race,”and“our only home”（18）, but he
never says that it is“his（my）”home. He clearly distinguishes“emigrants”
from natives:“［Liberia］is the home for our race...It is truly our only home”;
“Sadly, there is amongst some emigrants a tendency for lying about and doing
nothing”;“Those who won’t work and who get along by stealing are becoming
something like the natives”（18）.
Characteristically for his “calling,” he stresses the importance of
education, in particular, the Christian enlightenment. Nash thanks for his
father’s care and Christian education, citing“Train up a child in the way he
should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it”（Proverb 22:6）,
before he concludes the letter asking his father for help. The emphasis of the
Christian virtue is all the more ironical because the account anticipates Nash’s
later loss of belief and criticism against the Christian Enlightenment project.
But the more personally problematic is the wording of the citation. On the one
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hand it talks about the Christian education, but on the other, it intimates the
possibility of the undue“departure”of him from his“way.”It betrays Nash’s
unconscious chagrin at his own departure from home, as“emigration”is“the
action of migrating or departing out of a particular place”（OED my italic）.
He remains affiliated to America at heart:“I am greatly desirous of seeing you
again...I doubt if I shall ever consent to return again”（18 my italic）. While
America is the place for Nash to“return,”Liberia is the home just for“our
race”or“colored people”in general.
The second letter informs more of his struggles in the heart of the country.
He writes primarily as an American missionary, a provider of enlightenment.
The letter tells, as in all the missionary activities all over the world, how
Christianity brings enlightenment to heathens through the Script and the
language of the West. He strives“to do all the good［he］can amongst these
natives”（23）. One of the significant improvements he has made is establishing
“a mission school”in“this heathen village,”so that he can“instruct in writing
intelligibly” in the hope that“these heathens may one day soon become
lettered”（23―4）. Apparently the language instructed here is English. His
second improvement, tilling the soil, might suggest his move to assimilation to
the African land, though unfortunately it is to fail as the former project. His
attempt at forwarding“the paw-paw seed,”which never reaches home either,
symbolizes the sterility of his mission and the failure in simple adjustment to
the native land of Africa, as well as the ineffective relation to the“home.”
The contents of Nash’s following letters are getting more and more dismal.
Miscommunication erodes his self-confidence and makes him subservient.
Missionary letters come to sound more like“letters to“the master.”In Nash’s
third letter the joy of finally receiving his father’s mail is overridden by the
disappointment about the latter’s total neglect of his request. The letters that
have crossed each other only add frustration, skepticism, and servility, and it
becomes revealed that the major constituents of his letters home are indeed
requisitions for supplies as well as desire for the home, that his letters are
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nothing but slave letters. His complains and requests remind us exactly of those
real letters sent from Liberia.“You must write to me by the first opportunity”
（36）finds the same plea in the collected letters of the ACS immigrants to their
former masters, in one Peyton Skipwith’s:“I want you if you please to write to
me by the first oppertunitiy［sic］and let me no［sic］on what terms I can come
back for I intend coming back as Soon as I can”（Miller 59）. He also writes,
“Sir This is the third letter that I have wrote to you and have received no
answer”（Miller 59）;“If you find it convenient to send us such articles as
provisions they will be of more use to us than anything else ...”（Miller 61）.
There are already some indications of Nash’s disheartening relationship
with Christianity. Though the letter is full of news of people he knows in
Africa and America, they are mostly the news of their deaths, where, ironically,
Christian God is described as most effective at the death bed. This passage is
followed by another problematic description of an unfortunate conflict with
Christianity, in which Nash expels the emigrant lay ministers called the
ministers of Gospel, who have criticized him for being“dictatorial”（33）. He
is to be damaged by the gossip they spread.
As missionary activities becomes more and more perplexed and
missionary letters with the address to write turns to the diaspora letters that are
censored and obstructed, Nash not only craves“home”but begins to doubt its
validity. Above all the tidings, he earnestly misses his father’s message. He
requests his father’s reply, looking desperately for a clear proof of affiliation, a
secure tie to the home. For it is his father that embodies all the concepts
involved in “home”: America, civilization, and Christianity. Seeming
negligence of his father aggravates his anxiety of abandonment, while the
collapse of the enterprise leads him into disbelief and despair.
Yet at the same time he comes to sense the relation between the question
of home and the symptomatic corruption in Liberia. He interprets the silence as
desertion by his“father”and the total malfunction of what has anchored him
to“home.”He comes to realize that the failure of communication does not
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stem from some interference alone（though he knows nothing about Mrs.
Williams’s sabotage）: it is exactly the question of“home.”Exposed in the
third and the longest of his letters, therefore, is the shadowiness of the
colonization project itself. Nash notices the racial structure of America
transferred into Africa. His praise for the country―“Liberia ...stands now tall
and proud with other regions of the civilized world”（36）―sounds hollow, for
he actually finds discrepancies in the society. While teaching native children
and mingling with their parents, Nash perceives that some“less respectable
emigrants find cause to torment and exploit”native people（31）, who most
ironically call the former“white man”（32）. There are even those who have
got rich“using the natives as slaves”（35）. What Nash witnesses is a new
form of exploitation of Africa. His intimacy to natives generates conflict with
other emigrants, and he gets alienated from others by their slander. Even
though being an earlier immigrant and highly privileged, Nash fails to become
a powerful elite of the new country. On the contrary his failure and fall
presents Nash as an unequivocal, negative picture of the colonization project.
In other words, his plight in Liberia illustrates how the ACS policy and
activity inflicted harm on both immigrants and natives. Not only it expelled
black people from his“native” land under the banner of abolition or
emancipation, but it also collaborated with nation in its indirect colonialism, in
which both colonized native Africans and controlled African-Americans were
to suffer the consequences of economic and political hierarchization and
discrimination. Liberia by this stage has come to present itself as a highly
racialized society. The logic of colonialism, that expropriation entails violent
conflict and the settlers’enmity toward and contempt for natives, applied here
just as in other Imperial colonies: “Differences between colonists and
indigenous people ... convinced many immigrants of both their superiority and
the alleged providential nature of their migration to Africa”（Clegg III 110）11
The ruling class of the republic was occupied by colonists, while native
Africans were left in a servile position.
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In the fourth letter, Nash’s distress is more evident, but the values of
Africa and America, natives and emigrants, have been reversed, and the
meanings of civilization and home have changed. Forced into despair by his
father’s silence, Nash recognizes the impossibility of returning or belonging to
home:“That you have chosen to ignore my request that I might once more
visit America to pay respects to my departed mother, and to cast my eyes upon
old friends, has caused my heart to suffer in a great deal of pain”（40）. He
concludes that his father has“repudiated”him“for reasons that perhaps owe
their origins to some form of shame”（40）. He suspects that his pro-African
attitude is the cause of slander. But he refutes it saying“Are we not in
Africa？”and criticizes“fellow Americans many of whom privately mock
African civilisation whilst outwardly aping the fashion and posture of persons
returned home”（40―41）.
Near the end of the letter he calls his father“Master”:“Master, you took
me into your house as a young boy and instructed me in the ways of civilized
man”（42）. It may sound as if he finally acknowledged himself again as a
slave. The ironical phrasing implies his resentment at being re-sold. When he
questions at the end of the letter,“Why have you forsaken me？”（42）, he
may lament for his total abandonment. But he does not finish here. At the
same time it seems that he paradoxically enjoys a kind of strange freedom. He
no longer yearns for home.
There are many things I cannot discuss with my native wife, for it
would be improper for her to share with me the memories of what I
was before. I am to her what she found here in Africa.（42）
He finds himself being both someone who has the memories of“what［he］
was before”and someone as“what she found here in Africa.”He is othering
himself, and witnessing someone who totally lost the sense of belonging to a
place. In other words, he is not American, nor even African／diaspora, but now
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he is diaspora’s diaspora.
（5） Diaspora, Crossing, and Letters
It is tragic for Nash that this new consciousness is only accomplished in his
death. What is left is a letter that finally arrived at Edward. Or it may be
possible to say that this last letter has virtually allured Edward to cross the
ocean to get hold of it. It is only as a piece of a letter that Nash finally
established himself. Nash takes up a pen for all the devastatingly futile writings
to his father:“Despite my earlier protestations, I resort again to pen and paper
in a final attempt to engage with you”（60）.“The final attempt”reveals his
ambivalent feelings. On the one hand he has lost hope, but on the other hand,
as he is writing, he still believes in the meaning and function of the letter that
crosses. By controlling, defying, and defeating his White American father,
Nash in his death paradoxically procures his diasporic body as a letter.
In the fifth and last letter Nash spells out his almost total violation of his
former discipline. Abandoning Christianity, Christian moral, and the missionary
task, he denounces the nation’s double colonial exploitation of Africans. Nash’s
awakening is“crossing”in the sense of trespassing and opposing. And what he
adamantly resists, along with Christianity, the United States, the ACS, Liberia,
and Father, is“home.”
Crossing and denial of“home”are also reified as the meaning and
function of the letter. Crossing means passing over the boundary, reaching out
to the other. As a move toward the other, a letter crosses distance, time, or
difference, to the other. As crossing involves the other, so a letter that crosses
always implicates the other. It may be possible to say that, in incorporating the
other to be addressed, a letter could arrive at an address after all, no matter
how it is rejected or dead.
Yet that a letter crosses the distance and arrives at the address does not
mean that it arrives home. Nash’s last letter indicates in its all traits that it
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never aspires nor arrives home. Ironically, it is probably the only letter that is
actually handed to and read by Edward. Only this letter has survived the
physical death of the writer and“delivered”him to the other, crossing the
boundary of censor, negligence, all the malfunction of colonization, and death.
But even though it has virtually effectuated Edward’s crossing the ocean and
retrieving all the lost letters on the imaginary level, this letter has not arrived
home at all. It is not simply because the addressee has come far away from
home. It is also because the sender has found that home has lost its meaning.
In this letter confessing his renunciation of his father, Christianity, and nation,
Nash repudiates home in any form to re-establish his diaspority.
The renouncement of home involves with the reshaping of power relation.
It already began when Nash first renounced communication from his side. Till
then the power relation had been one-sided, and it was the absolute receiver
that controlled correspondence. Why the letters from Nash did not reach
Edward could be less problematic than why the letters from Edward to his son
were never formed but one. It is partly because Edward was situated as an
absolute addressee. Edward explains he didn’t write to his son because he did
not receive any information to respond to. Whatever the power balance may be
between an addresser and an addressee of the letters in general, the missionary
letters are apparently obliged to be addressed to the absolute addressee, the
God-Father-headquarter-home. So are letters to the master. It is evident that
Edward functioned as the authority.
The table has been turned, however, and now it is Nash who rules the
game and gives the order. Having broken off the tie from Nash’s side unsettled
Edward, inducing him to come over to the pagan coast, where all the
framework of Christian filiality is destroyed. When Nash sees to it that the
former fellow-bondsman Madison would“personally” give the letter to
Edward, he seems to neglect even the authority of the mail system, and to
ensure that the letter does not arrive at his father but it is given not to the
master, but the“former”master. And the letter handed embodies a devastating
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blow to all that had formulated Nash’s life.
The main text of Nash’s last letter begins with appalling words of“My
three wives”（60）, which explode the basis of Christian faith and the shared
values in the western world. By choosing the most licentious and aggressive
form of heresy, he antagonizes the heart of power. He also announces that he
and his children are learning African language form his wives. Later he adds
that he himself has given up running the missionary school. By repudiating the
Christian moral, English language, and missionary task, he repudiates the
Western civilization, the US government, the ACS, and his father. He attributes
the whole error to the arrogant and mindless cultural invasion in the name of
enlightenment. He is not rejecting the school education, for he laments that his
wives“had no school to attend, and have suffered accordingly”（60）. What he
rejects is the Christian authority:“The school is no more, and shall never again
occupy a position of authority in any settlement of which I am a part”（62）.
He admits that“this missionary work” is“futile amongst these people,”
because“they never truly pray to the Christian God, they merely pray to their
own gods in Christian guise, for the American God does not even resemble
them in that most fundamental of features”（62）. Phrased as“the American
God,”his resentment may sound personal and seem to be turned particularly
toward his“master,”but specifying“America”also implies his indictment is
against the USA and the ACS.
It is when he comes up with the issue of Liberia, the reason and the target
of his criticism gets clearer: he accuses the nation’s double atrocity of slavery
and the ACS project as its deceptive revision. Here Nash takes pains to explain
that his“corruption”has nothing to do with Liberia. He begins,“Perhaps you
imagine that this Liberia has corrupted my person, transforming me from the
good Christian colored gentleman who left your home, into this heathen whom
you barely recognize”（61）. This is followed by the denial of suspicion for
and the defense of the new emigrant country, but his seemingly ardent
justification of Liberia is touched with insinuations, drawbacks and
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reservations. It is anything but the full approval. After praising the ideal
country of the colored man, he concludes:
We, the colored man, have been oppressed long enough. We need to
contend for our rights, stand our ground, and feel the love of liberty
that can never be found in your America. Far from corrupting my soul,
this Commonwealth of Liberia has provided me with the opportunity to
open up my eyes and cast off the garb of ignorance which has
encompassed me all too securely the whole course of my life.”（61―2
my italics）
Apparently he is arguing that he has not been corrupted but rather
“enlightened.”Liberia has helped to“open up［his］eyes.”There may be a
tinge of self-deprecation and resentment in the assertion, but in a sense he
means it. His life in Liberia has already revealed the problematic relation
between Africa and America. It has made him aware all the conspiracy and
deception. The colonial-missionary enlightenment project is subverted and he is
enlightened to perceive the real intention of White American fathers. He is
betrayed and sold out again:“you might explain to me why you used me for
your purposes and then expelled me to this Liberian paradise”（62）.
The noticeable irony of“the Liberian paradise” reveals Nash’s true
feelings about the country, but it also reflects his distance to Africa. His
defiance to the Western civilization or seeming defense of Liberia does not
signify that he is affiliated with Africa. Even though he repudiates his“native”
belief system of America, he has not totally assimilated to Africa. He learns the
native language only because he feels“the necessity of being able to
understand properly the words of the natives in whose land［he resides］”
（60）. While recognizing the value of native culture, he still distances himself
from the native people. When he puts“We, the colored man”as opposed to
“your America”in the above citation, it is not certain if Nash truly finds
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himself“we”or a colored man, as is already intimated, while it is evident that
Africa is missing here and the colored man”does not include the native
people. Besides,“your America”defiantly alienates America from him.
Being impossible either to be a Liberian, or to identify himself as an
African, Nash chooses to be diaspora, not mere African diaspora but, as
Edmonson phrased,“the original diaspora’s diaspora,”though not in a passive
but in an active way. He may seem to resign himself to the inevitable, when he
accepts his being in Africa, but it is in fact a choice.
... having no means to return to America and being therefore bound to
an African existence, I must suspend my faith and I therefore freely
choose to live the life of the African.（62）
The former half is logical enough. Since he has no means to“return” to
America, he is“bound”to remain in Africa, as if he were still a bound slave.
But reasoning is a little paradoxical in the latter half. He pronounces that, since
he is bound to be in Africa, he“freely chooses”to live as an African. He is
bound but free. It is as if he is claiming that he can choose Africa because he
is bound to be in Africa. In other words, he can choose Africa all the more
because Africa is not his home and he is not African. He chooses the life of
African does not mean he becomes an African.
Upon the understanding of his own diaspority, Nash acknowledges he has
chosen to be diaspora and deems his diaspority as being free to choose. The
one who has been positioned as a born African diaspora is deported to Africa
and driven into a new American diaspora, and now, paradoxically enough,
being bound to Africa, yet freely taking up an African life, he opts for
diaspora. Other African American immigrants to Liberia also suffered the same
situation of“the original diasopra’s diaspora”, but many of them try to
overcome it by identifying themselves as non-African, new Westerners,
Americo Liberians.12 Nash, however, finds himself neither an American, nor an
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African, nor even an Americo Liberian. He refuses to be like other Liberians
who manage to act with great tact and rise to the ruling class on the African
soil over native Africans. Rather he prefers to be another, a radical diaspora, as
“one that offers an alternative conception of freedom and belonging across and
within racial lines”（Law 132）. His diaspority is NOT being unable to belong
to either, or to belong both, BUT choosing not to belong anywhere. It is to
remain“across.”
In this sense, this diaspority is significantly distinguished from hybridity,
though the latter is mostly taken for granted as parallel to or attendant upon the
former in its ambiguity and undecidability.13 In Liberia, many of those who
occupied the ruling class were literally hybrids:“visitors and other often noted
that mixed-race people ... tended to dominate the public affairs of the country,
ranging from the presidency and municipal offices to the military and business
institutions（Clegg III 224）. Hybridity also means physical duality. Those
ruling people took advantage of their relevance to White America. It must have
helped form a unique identity of the nation, but, on the other hand, it caused
their conflict with and estrangement from natives, because they didn’t want to
combine with natives. Under the society ruled by the“color code,” the
intermarriage with Africans was disliked and avoided. Nash has transgressed in
this respect, too. Nash’s radical diaspority is, therefore, not hybridizing or
bridging, but crossing in the sense of trespassing and cancelation.
This willful crossing is turned toward home and father. It can be said that
Nash has virtually made Edward, too, a kind of diaspora, lost and alienated. In
fact Nash, who is free, reduces his father into a bond, by the play of
“choosing.”When Edward received this last letter, he was reminded that Nash
did not know of his father’s coming because Edward“chose not to write”（59）
to Nash. Later when Edward finally visits where Nash lived and was revolted
with its squalidity, Madison“gestured to Edward that there was nothing to
block his path should he choose to step forward and enter, but Edward
recoiled”（69）. Edward cannot choose to cross the threshold.
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See how Nash phrases the last part of the letter. He“requests”of his
father not to come to Africa. He repeats the line,“Your work is complete,”
adding,“It only remains for me once more to urge you to remain in your
country.”The urge or order not only severely derides Edward’s present effort
but discloses how his work is truly“complete”in this most paradoxical form.
The repeated word“remain”sounds ominous evoking the images of death.
Nash dies and his“remains”are“burned according to local custom”（58）.
What Edward finds along the way to the site of Nash’s settlement are“the
rusting remains of tools and old field equipment”（68）. But here the verb
“remain,”used imperatively, expresses Nash’s strong will. You remain“your
country.”It is not my country. You remain home. I do not need home.
It is now Edward who is abandoned. At the end of the story, at Nash’s
dilapidated shuck, Edward suddenly finds himself“alone”and“abandoned”
（69）in this pagan coast. Most ironically he has chosen not to remain but to
cross the river. It is his crossing that has made him a letter to reply to Nash, so
to speak, and that has made him another diaspora. Nash’s fear is not fulfilled,
since Edward no longer represent home. The father has lost home, too.
Notes
1 The short version of this paper was read at the International Symposium,
“Migrating Words,”which was held at Chiba University, on June 12, 2010.
2 Heidegger’s original text（translated by Hofstatter）goes as following:“Always
and ever differently the bridge escorts the lingering and hastening ways of men
to and fro, so that they may get to the other banks and in the end, as mortals, to
the other side.”...“The bridge gathers, as a passage that crosses, before the
divinities―whether we explicitly think of, and visibly give thanks for, their
presence, as in the figure of the saint of the bridge, or whether that divine
presence is obstructed or even pushed wholly aside.／ The bridge gathers to itself
in its own way earth and sky, divinities and mortals.／ Gathering or assembly, by
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an ancient word of our language, is called“thing.”The bridge is a thing―and,
indeed, it is such as the gathering of the fourfold which we have described”
（152―3）. Here it seems Heidegger means that the bridge is a thing that can
gather this side and the other, physically and spiritually.
3 “A space exists when one takes into consideration vectors of direction,
velocities, and time variables. Thus space is composed of intersections of mobile
elements. It is in a sense articulated by the ensemble of movements deployed
within it.”（Michael de Certeau, The Practice of everyday Life. Berkeley and
London: University of California Press, 1984, 117, cited by Gilroy, Notes 33.）
4 Hereafter citations are from Crossing the River unless documented otherwise.
The 1995 Vintage edition is used throughout this essay.
5 “The tension could be based on whether one literally received the text, for
inevitably there was a degree of uncertainly embodied in the Dead Letter Office.
The almost teleological story of progress in communications, of fewer lost
missives, as seen in the histories of national postal systems, still required a
caveat of possible loss, perhaps more prevalent for migrant populations, whose
mobility, different linguistic and cultural skills regarding correspondence, and at
times legal status, made them more susceptible to lost letters”（Elliot 8）.
6 One of the founders of the society, Robert Finley, was aware that the foremost
effect of the movement was:“We should be cleared of them”（Staudenraus 17）.
7 “Jefferson allows for the Negro’s humanity in the vaguest sense but would never
allow for his ability to become an American”（Wright 64）.
8 It is said that President Jackson suggested the annexation of Haiti in 1868.
（Buschschluter）
9 “The encounters between European missionaries and peoples from Africa, Asia,
and the Americas remain among the seminal episodes of colonialism. The
encounters themselves have been discussed along different interpretative lines,
but an understanding of the missionaries’activities as a whole has remained
elusive. Particularly in the nineteenth century, a century marked by rapid
sociopolitical and economic transformations, colonial enthusiasts took advantage
of the print culture to disseminate rhetoric of missionary colonization to mandate
sending Christian virtues of the‘the civilized West’ to the‘non-civilized
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peoples’ outside the Christian world in order to improve their existential
conditions”（Seth Quartery, Missionary Practices on the Gold Coast, 1832―
1895 , 3―4）.
10 Lott Carey’s Letter dated June 11, 1827:“My means at present will not justify
these engagements, but I know you will do what you can when there is an
opportunity; if you cannot send out tobacco or other articles, send out the
money. United States bank notes pass as well here as they do with you. I shall
try to keep the wheels going until you can send out supplies. I want some
writing paper and ink powder or ink, and wish the Society（Richmond）would
send me a bbl. of single nails.”（Fisher 405）
11 Claude A Clegg III points out that the conflict with the natives caused the
militaristic, over-self-defensive inclination of the republic. He also suggests that
the arrival of recaptured Africans in Liberia from late 1850s to late 1860s further
complicated the racial hierarchy of the republic（245―6）.
12 It must be noted that in the text“Americo Liberians”are called by the natives
“white man.”If Liberian-African diaspora is to belong to both, and to become
partly white, it is a pattern pressed by the double crime of America, and never to
be“chosen.”
13 If hybridity is interpreted, as in Nico Israel’s argument, as“perfomativity,”then
it would be suitable for our idea of radical diaspority:“diaspora ... aims to
account for a hybridity or performativity that troubles such notions of cultural
dominance, location, and identity”（3）.
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